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Abstract: Homepage for presenting the project, to stimulate discussion and to report about findings.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this deliverable is to have a general HOBBIT project website, to stimulate discussion and to report about findings. The site informs about the project, about project progress, and results.

The HOBBIT website will be advertised to and linked with other information sites such as consortium partners’ websites and related multipliers. TUW will continually monitor access to the site and all partners will be involved to suggest improvements to increase the site’s accessibility and usage.

The Public HOBBIT website is work in progress. This means that more content will be added as the project matures. Also, additional functionality will be added as necessary in the future. This report focuses on the status of the site after the last biannual Project Meeting (September 2012).

2 Overview

The following tree shows the publicly accessible pages of the HOBBIT website.

![HOBBIT website menu structure](image)
2.1 Web layout

The HOBBIT project website has a very simple but effective layout:

- The design follows the corporate identity of the project: orange from the HOBBIT logo with white and light grey background (like in internal documents of the project).
- All the pages have the same display of items. As marked (in red) in Figure 2, the main items are:
  - The HOBBIT logo heading the page with TUW and EC logos at each side
  - The website menu (on the left side)
  - A news section (on the left side below the menu): will show latest news of the project
  - The content in the middle
  - HOBBIT FP7 project acknowledgement and disclaimer text with the FP7 logo.

![Figure 2: HOBBIT website display of items](image-url)
3 Pages

3.1 Home

The content of the Home page consists of a short introduction to the FP7 project: its new approach and a picture introducing the “mutual care” concept.

![Figure 3: HOBBIT “Home” website page](image)

3.2 Project Info

The Project Info section presents information on the project itself and is divided into three sections: “About”, “Mutual care” and “Project organisation”.

3.2.1 About

In this sub-page, we introduce to the reader the challenge that HOBBIT will respond to, the current state-of-the-art in social assistive robotics and explain what the new approach of the HOBBIT project is.

At the end of the page, some general projects facts are displayed.
3.2.2 Mutual care

Here the mutual care concept, its implications and the interpretation of it in HOBBIT will be explained and revised as the project advances.

Currently a general framework of “mutual care” is displayed to give the reader or web user an idea of this concept.
3.2.3 Project organisation

In this sub-page, the matrix organisation structure of the project is presented, where there is a cross-cutting of knowledge and information between work packages and the design & developments core teams.

![Project organisation](image)

**Figure 6: HOBBIT “Project organisation” website page**

3.2.3.1 Core teams

In this sub-page, the role of the three core teams is introduced. An impression of how the project team will work and how the design of the robot system will be developed is given.

![Core teams](image)

**Figure 7: HOBBIT “Core teams” website page**
3.3 Participate

The *Participate* page has the purpose of engaging the website users in activities and tasks from the project, making it more attractive to key stakeholders such as primary and secondary users of social robotics or the related scientific community.

![Participate website page](image)

**Figure 8: HOBBIT “Participate” website page**

3.4 Consortium

The *Consortium* page lists all project partners including logos with the link to their website, the key people involved and their contact emails or their profile web page from their organisation if available.

![Consortium website page](image)

**Figure 9: HOBBIT “Consortium” website page**
3.5 Events

The *Events* page lists upcoming and past events relevant to the project.

![Image of Events page](image1)

**Figure 10: HOBBIT “Events” website page**

3.6 Media

The *Media* page shows news relevant to the project.

3.6.1 Media coverage

In this sub-page, all news (written or visual) reporting on the HOBBIT project and its members will be listed providing a URL to the news.

![Image of Media coverage page](image2)

**Figure 11: HOBBIT “Media coverage” website page**
3.6.2 Videos
In this section, future videos from the project will be displayed.

3.7 Publications
The Publications page shows public written or visual material resulting from Hobbit project.

3.7.1 Scientific publications

3.7.2 Public deliverables
In this section abstracts from public deliverables resulting from the project will be displayed.

3.7.3 Project materials
Project materials will contain general dissemination materials on HOBBIT.
3.8 Collaborations and links to related initiatives

In this page, we show with which projects or initiatives on social assistive robotics HOBBIT either, actively collaborates or follows closely, to build on.

![Collaborations and links to related initiatives](image)

Figure 13: HOBBIT consortium website page

3.9 Impressum

The Impressum page discloses information about the publisher (TUW), including their contact details such as name and address.

![Impressum](image)

Figure 14: HOBBIT “Impressum” website page